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ABSTRACT

Calcic pelite from the contact aureoles around plutons in the Grand Island diorite complex, soutleastern Alaska, records
episodic flow of metamorphic fluid and Ca-metasomatism. Grains of garnet adjacent to quartz veins are comprised of
almandine, spessartine, grossular, and pyrope components and show oscillatory zoning in mole fraction of grossular (ranging
from 0.10 to 0.35) and antipathetic zoning in mole fraction of almandine. With some exceptions, the mole fraction of spessartine
decreases and Fe/@e + Mg) increases toward the rim. Na, Y, Yb, and 71 2sningin these gamet grains have opposite trends to
grossular, but Ti in garnet is positively correlated with grossular content. Garnet $ains ca 2 m from the veins have fewer cycles
of zoning, indicating that infiltration started near veins and that some infiltration events penetrated only a short distance into the
pelite. In contast, andradite-rich garnet and epidote in the veins contain negligible concentrations of Y, Yb, and Zr, consistent
with growrh ofandradite-rich gamet from infiltrating fluids containing low concentrations ofthese elements. The data on zoning
can be explained by episodic Ca-metasomatism, with or wittrout mobility of other components, producing episodic growth of
Sarnet Plagloclase, and epidote. The reason for pulses of fluid flow or changes in fluid compositions is unclear, but may be
related to episodic plutonism in the complex. Stauolite and other minerals in the amphibolite-facies rocks werc partially
replaced in a series of fluid-infiltration pulses. The fust produced a second generation of gamet, the second produced retrograde
clinozoisite + albite + muscovite + sulfide in the contact-metamorphic rocks and the plutonic rocks, and a later event produced
chlorite + sericite. Retrograde metamorphism is inferred to be associated with emplacement of plutons in the Coast
plutonic-metamorphic complex 10 km to the east, and possibly with mineralization in the Juneau gold belt.

Keryords: garneg zoning, trace elements, contact metamorphism, metasomatism, southeastern Alaska.

Sovmanr

Les roches Slitiques calciques pr6lev6es dans les aur6oles de contact autour du complexe plutonique dioritique de Grand
Island, dans le sud-ouest de l'Alaska, contiennent des vestiges du flux d'une phase fluide m6tamorphique et de m6tasomatose
calcique. l,es cristaux de grenat voisins de veines de quartz contiennent les composants almandin, spessartine, gtossulaire et
plrope; ils font preuve de zonation oscillatoire dans la proportion du p6le grossulaire (dans I'intervalle 0.10 d 0.35), et d'une
zonation compldmentaire dans le p61e aLnandin. Sauf quelques exceptions, la proportion de spessartine diminue, et le rapport
Fe(Fe + Mg) augmente vers la bordure. Dans ces mAmes cristaux, la distribution de Na" Y, Yb et Z,r va dans le sens inverse i
la teneur en grossulaire, tandis que le Ti varie dans le mdme sens. Des cristaux de genat situds i environ 2 m des veines
possddent des oscillations moins nombreuses, indication que l'infiltration a d6but6 prds des veines, et que dans le cas de certains
6pisodes d'infiltration, la phase fluide n'a pas p6n6tr6 trbs loin dans l'encaissant p6litique. Par contre, dans les veines, le grenat,
enrichi en andradite, et l'6pidote contiennent des quantit6s n6gligeables de Y, Yb etzrile grenatlrche en andradite aurait donc
cristallis6 suite e I'infiltration d'une phase fluide appauwie dans ces 616ments. Les donndes obtenues concordent avec
I'hypothbse d'une m6tasomatose calcique dpisodique, avec ou sans mobilit6 d'autres composa.nts, menant i la croissance
6pisodique de gena! plagioclase et 6pidote. Les raisons ultimes des flux 6pisodiques et des changements dans la composition
de la phase fluide demeurent m6connues; elles pourraient Affe fi6es i un plutonisme 6pisodique dans ce complexe. La staurolite
et les autres min6raux de ces roches 6quilibr6es dans le facibs amphibolite ont 6td pafiiellement remplac6s dans une s6rie de
pulsations de fluide. l,a premidre a donn6 une deuxibme g6n6ration de grenat; la seconde a caus6 une r6trogression i
I'assemblage clinozoisite + albite + muscovite + sulfures dans l'aurdole de contact et dans les roches plutoniques. Un 6v6nement
plus tardif encore a donnd l'assemblage chlorite + s6ricite. La r6trogtession m6tamorphique serait associ6e d la mise en place
de plutons du complexe plutonique et m6tamolphique de la chalne c6tibre 10 km i l'est, et peut-etre aussi A h min6ralisation
responsable de la ceinture aurifBre de Juneau.

(fraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: zonation, grena! dldments traces, m6tamorphisme de contact, mdtasomatose, sud-est de I'Alaska.
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INrnooucnoN

Major advances in understanding the flux of
metamorphic fluid and metasomatism have resulted
from study of the cumulative, time-integrated effects
of metasomatic events, To evaluate such effects.
researchers have examined reaction progress (e.g.,
Ferry 1991), compared whole-rock composition of
altered rocks to that of the protolith (e.9., Gresens
1966), and evaluated results of bulk isotopic analyses
(e.9., Cartwright L994). Such time-integrated
approaches, however, ignore the temporal variability of
fluid flux and metasomatism during metamorphism.
This variability is potentially important because it
reflects processes extemal to the metamorphic rocks,
such as structural events or multiple intrusive events,
and internal processes, such as fluid flow between rock
types in an outcrop. Methods used to study temporal
variability include field-based studies of overlapping
aureoles (e.9., Morgan & London 1987), measurement
of elemental zoning in minerals (e.9., Kwak & Tan
1981, Jamweit et al. 1993), and studies of isotopic
zoning (Chamberlain & Conrad 1993, Koln et al.
1993).

In this paper, we describe contact metamorphic
rocks from aureoles around the Grand Island diorite
complex in the western metamorphic belt of the
Coast plutonic-metamorphic complex near Juneau,
southeastem Alaska. On the basis of oscillatory major-
and trace-element zoning in gamet and on the sequence
of hydration reactions, we conclude that (l) several
episodes of fluid infiltration and metasomatism
occurred near the thermal peak of metamorphism, and
(2) additional events involving fluid infiltration
occurred during retrograde metamorphism.

RscroNAL Srr:mlc

The Coast plutonic-metamorphic complex in south-
eastern Alaska comprises (Frg. 1) (Crawtord et al.
1987): 1) a western metamorphic belt of Paleozoic to
Mesozoic metasedimgntary and metavolcanic rocks,
2) a central pluton-gneiss belt ofTertiary granodiorite
plutons, migmatites, high-grade gleisses, and a narrow
belt of granodiorite and tonalite plutons known as the
Coast plutonic-metamorphic-complex sill or Great
Tonalite sill (Brew & Ford l98l), and 3) an eastern
metamorphic belt. Metamorphism and deformation in
the Coast plutonic-metamorphic complex occurred

during collision of the Insular and Intermontane
terranes that lie to the west and east, respectively
(Monger et al. L982, Craw.ford & Hollister 1982,
Crawford et al. 1987, Stowell & Crawford; in press).

The rocks in the Coast plutonic-metamorphic
complex show evidence for at least six metamorphic
events, as reviewed by Stowell & Crawford
(in press). Contact and regional metamoryhic events
comprise pre-101 Ma regional metamorphism (Mi),
101-90 Ma contact metamorphism (Mt), 90-85 Ma
regional metamorphism associated with thrusting that
inverted metamorphic isograds (M\), 72-58 Ma
metamorphism associated with the emplacement of
Coast plutonic-metamorphic complex sill plutons
(M$), ca 55 Ma high-grade metamorphism in the
central pluton-gneiss belt (Msc-R), arLd ca. 20 Ma
contact metamorphism associated with Miocene
plutons (Mt).

The Grand Island diorite complex near Juneau,
Alask4 consists of diorite and quarz diorite plutons
that intruded the western metamorphic belt of the Coast
plutonic-metamorphic complex (Fig. 1). Plutons in the
diorite complex display various mineral assemblages,
styles and intensities of alteration, and magnetic
susceptibilities @rinkwater et al. 1992, Stowell, Tnm41
& Ridgway, unpubl. data). The presence ofthe igneous
assemblage epidote + garnet + hornblende and
thermobarometry of the contact-metamorphic rocks
indicate a pressure of crystallization in excess of
6 kbars Qpt & Hammarstrom 1984, Inman' 1992,
Stowell & Craw'ford, submitted). The only published
age for the plutons is 94 Ma (U/Pb zircon) for
gamet-biotite granodiorite from Butler Peak (Brew
et al.1992) (Fig. l).

To the north, along strike from the Grand Island
diorite complex, are the largest mines in the Juneau
gold belt, the foremost lode-gold-producing district
in Alaska. The age of mineralization is estimated at
-55 Ma, when crustal stresses changed in response to
shifting motions of the plate in the northeastem Pacific
(Goldfarb et al. l99L). Mineralization may have
occurred in less than a million years as a result of
metamorphic dewatering and focusing of fluid flow
along fault or shear zones (Goldfarb et al.1988, l99l).
The Treadwell deposit, near Juneau (Fig. l), is hosted
by a diorite dike similar in age (91 x,2 Mal- Gehrels,
in press) and mineralogy to the Grand Island diorite
complex, but other deposits occur in metasedimentary
rocks.

-)

Frc. l. Simplified geological map of the northem part of the westem metamorphic belt near Juneau, modified from Lathram
et aI. (1965), Brew & Ford (1985), and Drinkwat€r et al. (1992). lnset shows geological terranes of southeastem Alaska
and adjacent British Columbia (modified from Monger et al. 1982).
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The country rocks around the Grand Island diorite
complex include pelite, calcic pelite, marble, amphi-
bolite, and layers and pods of calc-silicates. These
rocls were affected by the following metarnorphic
events: a low-grade regional event (Hirnmelberg et al.
1992) that produced chlorite-zone mineral assemblages
(Stowell & Crawford, in press) (Mf), contact
metamorphism around the diorite plutons @c) eri'd,
finally, low-grade metamorphism associated with
crustal thickening (M|) or emplacement of the <72 Ma
plutons in the Coast plutonic-metamorphic complex
10 km to the east (McD Gie. 1) (Gehrels et al. 1992,
Stowell & CraMord, in press).

Contact metamorphism caused by intrusion of
plutons in the Grand Island diorite complex (M!)
produced narrow (20-200 m) aureoles with peak
metamorphic gnde increasing from chlorite-zone
outside the aureoles up to a maximum of staurolite -r
kyanite zone at the contact with the plutons (Hooper &
Stowell 1990, Stowell & Inman 1991, Inman L992).
The mineral assemblages indicate a relatively
uncommon medium-pressure aureole (Pattison &
Tracy 1991), although other examples occur elsewhere
in the westem metamorphic belt (Stowell & Crawford,
in press). Mylonitic fabrics and rotated staurolite and
garnet porphyroblasts indicate synchronous deforma-
tion and contact metamorphism (Hooper & Stowell
1989, 1990).

The most recent metamorphism observed in the
western metamorphic belt near Juneau (M| or Mf; or
both) produced mineral assemblages that range from
sillimanite zone near the Coast plutonic-metamorphic-
complex sill to chlorite zone at Grand Island. The
Grand Island plutons and their aureoles contain
greenschist-facies mineral assemblages produced by
this event (Stowell & Crawford, in press, Stowell &
Pike, in press). These mineral assemblages may have
resulted from emplacement of plutons in the central
pluton-gneiss belt or thermal equilibration after
thrusting of hot rocks over cooler rocks to the west
(Himmelberg et aI. l99l). Faulting and associated flow
of metamorphic fluid during the waning stages of this
event were rcsponsible for mineralization in the Juneau
gold belt (Goldfarb et al. 1988, l99L).

ANelvrrcar Pnocspr,REs

The major-element chemical compositions of garnet
and other minerals were determined using wavelength-
dispersion spectrometry on the JEOL 8600 electron
microprobe @MP) at the University of Alabama.
Operating conditions were: accelerating potential
15 kV, beam current 20 nA, counting time 30 s
(major elements), and a bean2 to 15 pm in diameter.
Mineral $tandards and the methods of Bence & Albee
(1968) or Doyle & Chambers (1981) were used to
calculate the weight percent of oxides or elements,
respectively. Representative compositions of gamet are

TABLE I. RBPRESENTATIVB @MPOSNIONS OF METAMORPSIC OARNET FROM
oNTACT-MRTAMOBPIIC AIJREOI]ES

OF 11{E @AND ISI.AND DIOR]TB COMPLE L SOT'TSBASTERN ALASTA

\&jor 8d@ Sdrim 29i@rc 2gjrim 263mrim 263nc@ 263mrim

etereob nuu.[ 4gEr :lqin
@An l:.y lt.tz 38.49 38.?9 37.33 3't.27 38.e

At/o3
Ti02
Fc2q'
FeO
Mgo
MnO

20.82 21.39 21.96 21.48 21.31 21.29 18.63

o. lo 0.05 0.22 0.13 0.0? 0.18 1.68

n.c. o.c. n.c. 0,21 2'02

2'1.53 30.62 21.03 24.25 19.08 2t.94 7.89

3.08 2.12 2.42 1.28 2.t1 2.14 0.66

1.23 2.87 t2.36 5:13 7.97 7.57 2,41

cao 2.24 4.45 s.76 t0.65 9.79 1 '9 27 '63

@3z 99.18 99.m

Cdio[s ba!€d on I 2 em of gxYgen

3i- roar 
'2.s90 

3.0@ 3.018 3.009 2.980 2.9E1
Af I .987 2.030 2.011 | .970 2.u23 2,co'l 1 '721
Ti o.ool 0.@3 0.013 0.00E 0.004 0.011 0.099

Fel$
Fe2+
Mg
Mn

0.012 0.119

0.3s3 2.63 1.371 1J78 1.286 1.467 0.517

0.071 0.327 0.281 0.148 0.261 0.326 0.V77

o. lm 0.!96 0.816 0.3?8 0,94 0.512 0.164

ca 0.040 0.384 0.481 0.888 0.q1{ 9'99: ?'?2
reTgs, 7.979 '1.989 7.975 8.000 8.000

Mgf 0.166 0.137
Alm 0.6t 0.695
Prp 0.t2'l 0.1 l0
Sps 0.169 0.066
CB 0.066 o,lD

Cr 7rr 328 stz----d-'---i7-----i-to

Zn @ 26 n'& n'a' 26

Y 6010 IO 1620 23 n,a, n & 30

7t 46 135 2q2 30 n.a. n & 43

Yb 390 42 45 136 n.a. n a' -

Mg# : Mg(Fe + MO. ' F€2cb, FeSt' 6d Adr 6timared ftom chsrge bal@ n'd = not dalyz€d'

n.c. = not calculated. Alm: mote lidion ofalnandire, Prp: mole fa&lion olpyope' sps: nole

f@tion of s!6aninq Cs: mle fretion of SNlsr' Adi nole fm@on of ddradi&

given in Table 1.
The concentrations oftrace elements in garnet were

assessed using the synchrotron X-ray fluorescence
microprobe (SXRF) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory and using the University of Alabarna EMP.
SXRF analytical data were collected with a lO-pm-
wide beam using the techniques described by Lt et al.
(1989) and have detection limits of about 2 ppm for
Y and Z,r, and about 10 ppm for Yb. EMP operating
conditions were: accelerating potential 15 kV, beam
current 80 nA, counting time 5 minutes, and a beam
2 pm in diameter, which gives semiquantitative
determinations of concentrations above -100 ppm.
The precision and reproducibility of tle EMP data are
better than 207o relatve, which is sufficient to show
trends of compositional zoning. Representative
trace-element concentrations in gamet are given in
Table 1.

CoMPosnroNAL ZowNc nq Gamwr
FROM CALCIC PEI-rIIC SCIilSTS

Contact-metamorphic aureoles around plutons in
the Grand Island diorite complex have been mapped at
a scale of l:50,000 (Inman 1992, Ridgway, Inman &

0.t?0 0.086 0.169 0.tE2 0.130

0.465 0.5n 0.438 0.491 0.168

0.@5 0.050 0.089 0.1@ 0.025

o.n1 0.126 0.185 0.171 0.053

0.163 0.297 0.288 0.223 0.689
0.006 0.065
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Stowell, unpubl. data). Petrographic descriptions of
over 100 thin sections from the metamorphic rocks
provide a data base for the description of the aureoles.
Numerous grains of gamet from twenty-five of these
samples have been analyzed for thermobarometry
(nman 1992, Stowell & Tnman 1991). Four samples
that illustrate variations in the chemical zonation of
gamet from the pelitic rocks (Inman 1992) were chosen
for detailed major- and trace-element studies. Back-
scattered electron images of garnet grains from
HS8d (ca. 25), HS29k (ca. 50),HS29j (ca.50), and
CR263m (ca. l0) were examined in order to
characterize the nature of chemical zonation. Over
3,500 EMP analyses and 150 SXRF analyses were
obtained on a total of 20 grains of garnet from these
four samples. These data are used to infer l) the effects
of metasomatism in calcic pelitic schists from the
aureoles around plutons in the Grand Island diorite
complex, and 2) the variation in metasomatic history
found in different aureoles.

Sample HSSd

Sample HS8d is a staurolite-zone pelite collected
10 m from a diorite pluton on the shore of Admiralty
Island @g. l). The matrix assemblage is staurolite +
garnet + biotite + plagioclase + muscovite + quartz +
graphite + retrograde chlorite (Fig. 2a). Muscovite and
biotite are foliated and crenulated. Porphyroblastic
staurolite overgrew the early foliation, has curved trails
of inclusions, and contains relatively few randomly
oriented inclusions of graphite. The graphite crystals
in the matrix are foliated; therefore, staurolite grew
during deformation. The staurolite was partially
replaced by biotite and small, euhedral crystals of
garnet (Fig. 2a).

The grains of garnet from the schist matrix have an
inclusion-free interior mantled by a graphite-rich rim.
The garnet in the rim overgrew the crenulation
cleavage, and hence postdates staurolite. Compo-
sitional 26ning divides the garnet into three zones
(Figs. 2b, c). The core has a high proportion of the
grossular component (Xco = 0.22), a middle portion
has less (0.06 < Xco < 0.11), and grossular increases
to 0. 16 at the rim. The sharp decrease of grossular from
the core to the mid-region could reflect resorption of
garnet during production of staurolite or loss of epidote
from the assemblage (Menard & Spear 1993). Garnet
resorption, however, is unlikely because the garnet
core is euhedral @g. 2b). Therefore, although there are
too few inclusions to demonstrate a change of
assemblage, we prefer the latter interpretation.

Concentrations of Y and Yb in t'wo grains of garnet
from HS8d were determined using SXRF. The
zonation of these elements is simple, with high
concentrations in the core and low concentrations in
the rim (Frg. 2d). The pattern 6f 26ning, which is
similar to the pattern of Mn in growth-zoned garnet

(Hollister 1966, Tracy 1982), is compatible with
depletion of these elements in the matrix of the rock
during growth ofgarnet. A decrease in the availability
of these elements could reflect growth of epidote;
however, there is no epidote in sample 34. 1Xs simple
zonation in Y and its similarity with zonation of the
major elements in sample 8d are distincfly different
from the oscillatory distribution of Y and the simple
bell-shaped major-element zonation described by
Lanzirotti (1995) in gamet from similar staurolite-
bearing schist from The Straits Schist, Connecticut. We
cannot rule out the possibility of metasomatism during
the growth of garnet in sarnple HS8d, but tle zonation
in major- and trace-element contents is compatible
with growth without significant changes in bulk-rock
composition. This is in contrast to samples HS29j,
HS29lq and CR263m, discussed below.

Chlorite and muscovite partially replaced (by
pseudomorphism) staurolite, garnet, and biotite, and
overgrew both deforrnation fabrics. This retrograde
hydration event also affected the pluton and probably
correlates with metamorphism adjacent to plutons to
the east in the central pluton-gneiss belt (Stowell &
Pike, in presso Stowell & Crawford, in press).

Samples HS29j, HS29lt and CR263m

Samples HS29j, HS29k, and CR263m, all
considered calcic pelitic schist, were collected within
25 m of a diorite pluton @g. 1). Samples HS29j and
HS29k were collected from schist that is exposed in a
wave-cut bench within the tidal zone. Sample HS29j is
fine-grained schist that contains a deforrned quartz vein
(<5 cm thick). Sample HS29k is a fine-grained schist,
collected 0.8 m from HS29j, that contains several thin
(<0.5 cm thick) lenses of quartz. Sample CR263m was
collected from a low ridge near the high-tide line, about
3 m from an outcrop of diorite and about 10 m from
HS29j and HS29k. Sarnple CR263m is a gamet-biotite
schist that contains a 5-cm-wide garnet-bearing vein.
Rocks in the contact aureole display a penetrative
muscovite + biotite schistosity, and some also display
a crenulation cleavage. The penetrative schistosity
must have formed during contact metamorphism
because it is defined by contact-metamorphic minerals
of the garnet zone.

The peak metamorphic assemblage in these sarnples
was garnet + biotite + plagioclase + epidote + quartz +
muscovite + titanite, with minor tourmaline, apatite,
and zircon. Grains of gamet in the schist are smallo
0.2 - 0.5 mm, and some have been partially resorbed
to chlorite. The garnet grains contain inclusions of
quartz and epidote. Tiny (1 to 3 pm) inclusions of
compositionally zoned, rare-earth-element-rich epidote
in the garnet grains occur adjacent to euhedral cores of
grossular-rich garnet @g. 3a) and are inferred to have
grown contemporaneously with cores of allanite found
in matrix epidote.
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0.5

Frc. 2. Compositional zoning
in garnet from sample
HS8d.. a. Photomicro-
graph of twinned stauro-
lite partially replaced
(pseudomorphism) by
garnet, biotite, and
muscovite. The matrix
foliation is defined by
muscovite, biotite, and
graphite. Gamet cores and
staurolite overgrew the
early fabric, and garnet
rims overgrew a crenula-
tion (not apparent in
photo). Plane-polarized
light. Base of photo is
I mm. b. Back-scattered
electron image of gamet;
the red areas correspond
to the highest Fe and Mn
contents, and the purple
areas, to the lowest. Most
of the black inclusions are
quartz. The sides of the
image have 512 pixels
and represent 500 pm. c.
Compositional zoning of
pyrope, grossular, spes-
sartine. and almandine
components along the line
shown in (b). Note the
different scales on the left
and right. Symbols on
Xo. and Fe/(Fe + Mg)
show positions of ana-
lyzed points. The decrease
of grossular content from
the core to mid-region
marks the likely loss of
epidote from the assem-
blage; the increase of
grossular from the mid-
region to the rim reflects
changed P-T conditions.
The rim grew after the
growth of staurolite. d. Y
and yb 26ning along a
traverse across a second
grain of garnet. Also
shown is X6*, which
allows correlation with
Figure 2b. The simple
zonation in the distribu-
tion of these elements is
compatible with con-
sumption of a fface-
element-rich phase (e.9.,
epidote).
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HS29j c

Cal100

Na

Distancd'(pm)_

100
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Frc. 3. Compositional zoning
in garnet from sample
HS29j. a. Back-scattered
electron image of garnet;
the red areas correspond
to the highest Fe and Mn
contents, and the purple
axeas. to the lowest. The
small, bright spots near
the core are REE-rich
epidote; most of the black
inclusions are quartz. The
sides of the 'image have
512 pixels and represent
500 pm. The three
concentric purple bands
indicate peaks in Ca-
concentrations. b. Com-
positional zoning of
gamet from HS29j along
line shown in (a). Note
the different scales on the
left and right. Symbols on
Xo* aad Fe/@e + Mg)
show positions of points
analyzed. c. Na zoning
along a traverse from a
second grain of gamet in
HS29j (EMP), with the
weight percent of Ca
shown for comparison.
Note the negative corre-
lation of Na with Ca
content. d. Y zoning along
a traverse ftom the second
grain of gamet in HS29j.
Also shown is X6*, which
allows correlation with
Figures 3a--c. Note that
the center with high X6*
in Figures 34 c is not
shown here. Yb and 7t
(not showa) also have
similar pattems of zoning
as does Y. Note the nega-
tive correlation of Y with
Ca content. e. Ti zoning
along a traverse from a
third grain of garnet in
HS29j (EMP), with the
weight percent of Ca
shown for comparison.
Note the positive correla-
tion of Ti with Ca content.
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The outcrop exposes several generations of dikes
and quartz + feldspar veins with differing relationships
to the deformational fabrics. Sample HS29j, for
example, contains a q\artz vein that was deformed
during forrnation of the schistosity and again during
development ofthe crenulation. The vein is surrounded
by a selvage of chlorite + sericite 1-2 mm thick. Garnet
is most abundant within 3 mm of the vein and may
have been part of a medium-grade selvage, but
subsequent retrograde alteration obscures the relation-
ships. Late, cross-cutting, undeformed veins, in
contrast, have selvages of only retrogmde minerals.
Sample CR263m includes a 5-cm-wide vein containing
qtrartz + amphibole + clinozoisite + sulfides +
andradite-rich garnet (Xa6. < 0.20); it formed after the
penetrative schistosity and subsequently was folded.
Amphibole within veins and vein selvages (CR263m),
coarse-grained lnuscovite selvages, and garnet adjacent
to veins (HS29j and HS29k) suggest that all of these
veins formed at or near the thermal peak of contact
metamorphism.

Compositional zoning in gamet from HS29j and
HS29k can be seen optically with transmitted Ught
because zones with different indices of refraction have
sharp boundaries, and in back-scattered electron
images (Figs. 3a, 4a). Garnet exhibits oscillatory
zoning in grossular (X6^ ranges from 0.10 to 0.35)
and antipathetic zoning in almandine (Figs. 3b, 4b).
Spessartine decreaseso and Fe/(Fe + Mg) increases,
from the core toward the rim. Grains of gamet in
samFle HS29j have three peaks in grossular concentra-
tions @g. 3b), those in HS29k have only two peaks
Grg. 4b). Approximately fifty grains of gamet were
examined in each of these samples, which should be:
a large enough number to avoid the problem of
non-centered sections. Andradite-rich garnet frorn
the quartz vein in CR263m is less strongly zoned than
any of the garnet grains from the schist (not shown),
but also shows numerous oscillations in grossular
content (X6* ranges from 0.40 to 0.58); andradite is
antipathetic (Xa6rranges from 0.04 to 0.17).

The level of Na in garnet is negatively correlated
with grossular content (Fig. 3c). As suggesteil by
Hickmott & Spear (1992), incorporation of traces of
Na in garnet can mirror the Na content of plagioc.lase.
If that applies here, the garnet-zoning data su,ggest
that levels of grossular in garnet and of anorthite
in plagioclase increased (and decreased) together.
Concentrations of Y @g. 3d),Zr (not shown), and Yb
(not shown) are negatively correlated with grossular
and positively correlated with Mn in the gamet from
the schist and may reflect simultaneous growth of
epidote and grossular-rich garnet, and epidote con-
sumption during growth of grossular-poor garnet. The
strong negative correlation of Y and grossular is
similar to the zonation of garnet in calcic pelites from
Massachusetts described by Hickmott & Spear (1992),
but contrasts with oscillatory Y and simple major-

elem.ent zonation described by Lanzirotti (1995) for
garrret in The Straits Schist. Ti concentrations in the
garnet, on the other hand, are positively correlated
wi'th grossular (Fig. 3e), which may reflect con-
sumption of ilmenite or rutile to liberate Ti during
gr,owth of grossular-rich garnet, or metasomatic
adtdition of Ti.

In contrast with the garnet in the schist andradite-
ri<:h gamet in a quartz vein at the same location
contains lower concentrations of Y and Yb
(.:700 ppm), higher concentrations of Ti, and similar
c,oncentrations of Zr throughout the grains. The
r.rlatively low concentrations of Y and Yb in andradite-
rich garnet in the veins compared to garnet from
the schist suggests that 1) these elements were less
abundant in the Ca-rich vein-forming fluid than in the
schist, or 2) these elements were less sfiongly
partitioned into the andradite-rich garnet from the
vein.

Matrix epidote from the schist in sarple HS29j
contains small, 10-pm, subhedral cores of zoned,
rare-earth-element-enriched epidote (-0.2 - 0.3 mole
fraction pistacite) that contain Ce, and are generally
zoned with increasing La and decreasing Sm and Eu
from the center outward. Approximately 3 pm from the
center of the grains, a l-pm-wide ring has higher Ce
concentrations than the rest of the grain, which may
reflect an episode of epidote consumption and
concentration of rare-earth elements (REE^) at the grain
edges. The rim zone on matrix epidote is unzoned
clinozoisite in textural equilibrium with the retro$ade
assemblage.

The mineral assemblage developed at the peak of
metamorphism in the schist was extensively retro-
graded to clinozoisite + albite + muscovite + sulfide.
Finally, during later retrograde metamorphism
(<400'C), minor growth of chlorite and sericite
indicates another event of fluid infiltration. Thus, there
were four (sample HS29k) or five (sample HS29j)
events of fluid infiltration.

Plagioclase is zoned from oligoclase to albite, from
core to rim. It has equilibrium textures with the
retrograde assemblagen and hence all the plagioclase
likely postdates the formation of gamet. Correlation of
compositional zoning in garnet and in plagioclase has
been used to interpret pulses of metasomatic fluids
(Crawford 1977), but that cannot be done in these rocks
owing to the pervasive character of the later meta-
somatic events.

Pynhotite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite replaced the
rim zones of the peak metamorphic minerals, but do
not occur as inclusions; thus, the sulfides probably
were added to the rock during retrograde alteration.
Similar textures and assemblages also occur locally in
the diorite plutons of the Grand Island diorite complex.
More extensive alterationn and gold and sulfide
mineralization. also occur in the Treadwell Dike near
Juneau (Spencer 1906). On the basis ofmineralogy and
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timing, we speculate that the S and minor Co, Cu, and
Zn were added in the same event that produced the
Juneau gold deposits 20 km to the north along strike.

DIScUSSIoN

The interpretation given above, tlat the composi-
tions of both types of garnet from locations HS29 and
CR263 suggest the importance ofpulses offluid during
metamorphism, is discussed further here.

Zoning of major elements

Compositional zoning in garnet can be produced by
metasomatism, or changes in pressure and temperafure.
The magnitude of the oscillatory compositional zoning,
observed in samples from HS29, would require large
changes in temperature (possibly >200"C at constant
pressure) or pressure (possibly a few kbars). These
estimates are made by comparison with modeling by
Menard & Spear (1993) in calcic pelitic assemblages.
Such large episodic changes of pressure or tempera-
ture, however, seem unreasonable for a contact-
metamorphic aureole that displays no other physical
evidence for such major variations. Whereas large
changes in temperature can accompany metamor-
phism, such large variations would involve a sequence
ofdiscontinuous and continuous reactions not observed
here. Therefore, we conclude that the observed patterns
of compositional zoning in the garnet are not the result
of changes in pressure and temperature.

Changes of mineral assemblage can also affect the
compositional zoning of minerals (a.9., Menard &
Spear 1993), but this does not seem to be a likely
explanation for the oscillatory zoning described here,
which would require the improbable cyclic addition
and loss of a mineral or a series of minerals.

lnstead, the simplest interpretation is that the sharp
increases of grossular content shown in the profiles
of samples HS29j and HS29k (Figs. 3, 4) reflect
successive Ca-metasomatic events that drove
metamorphic reactions, produced garnet, and increased
the equilibrium grossular content. This stage of
mineral growth may have been rapid, as suggested by
the inclusion of tiny grains of REE-ich epidote
preferentially in these zones. Gamet growth continued
with decreasing grossular content after each of these
events, allowing the interpretation that Ca was
fractionated into the growing garnet and plagioclase
when volatiles were the only mobile components.

The relatively grossular-poor zones in the garnet
from HS29 schist samples may have grown by a
reaction such as:

Chl + Ep + Ms + Qtz = Grt + Pl + Bt + fluid.

The breakdown of epidote in this assemblage has been
correlated with growth of grossular-rich garnet

(Menard & Spear 1993). Note that even the relatively
low concentrations of gtossular in garnet from HS29
(Xo* betrveen 0.12 and 0.22) are higher than those
from pelites tfiat were interpreted to have gtown in a
mineral assemblage lacking epidote (Menard & Spear
1993). The grossular-rich zones of in the garnet may
have grown by a reaction such as:

Chl + Ms + Qtz + Ilm + Cafloid =
Gr t+P l+Ep+Bt+ f l u i d .

Consumption of chlorite, muscovite, and quartz in
the schist and growth of biotite were chosen to balance
the reaction, consistent with reactions observed in
calcic pelite elsewhere (Menard & Spear 1993). The
hypothesis for influx of a Ca-rich fluid can be
evaluated further by considerhg the concentrations of
trace elements in the garnet.

Zoning of tace elements

Data on trace-element zoning provide a useful
supplement to major-element data for petrological
interpretations (Hickmott et al. 1987, Hickmott &
Shimizu 1990, Hickmott & Spear 1992, Schwandt
et al. 1993). Some trace elements are indicators of
particular petrological reactions; for example, a zonal
distribution of Zn n garnet can reflect reactions
involving staurolite (or sulfides), Y can reflect
reactions involving epidote, Ti can reflect reactions
involving ilmenite-rutile (or titanite), and Na can
reflect reactions involving plagioclase (Hickmott &
Spear 1992). A correlation of Na zonation in garnet
with the Na content of plagioclase would be
particularly important in rocks where compositions of
early plagioclase are not preserved (e.9., samples
HS29j and HS29k). These elements provide additional
moniton of the assemblage present in the rock, of the
progress of reactions (e.g., epidote-consuming
reactions will liberate Y into the system), and of
metasomatism. Hickmott & Spear (1992) concluded
that concentrations of Y, 7t, and REE n garnet should
vary with Ca concentrations because these elements
substitute into epidote-group minerals. Therefore,
reactions involving consumption of these phases
should supply both Ca and these trace elements for
garnet glowth.

The simple zonation in Y and Yb and the positive
correlation with Ca in gamet from sample 8d are
compatible with consumption of a trace-element-rich
phase (e.g., epidote) during growth ofgarnet. Y and Yb
concentrations, in contrast, show oscillatory zonation
and appear to be negatively correlated with Ca in
garnet from sample HS29j (Fig. 3d). This is compatible
with addition of a Ca-rich and Y- and Yb-poor fluid
during gror:'th of garnet. The andradite-rich garnet and
epidote in the vein in sample CR263m also display
patterns of zoning consistent with gronth from a
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Ca-rich and Y- and Yb-poor fluid; both minerals
probably grew mainly by precipitation from ttre same
hydrothermal fluid (e.9., Jamrveit et al. 1993) that
infiltrated the surrounding schist.

Conelation of Y and major-element zonation (a.g.,
negative correlation with calcium content) observed in
garnet from the Grand Island area is similar to the
zonation in gamet from calcic pelites described by
Hickmott & Spear (1992), but conrrasts with a lack of
any correlation between Y and major elements
described by Lanzirotti (1995) in gamet from The
Straits Schist. Sample 8d and samples described from
The Straits Schist are staurolite-bearing biotite
muscovite schist; however, samples 29j and 29k differ
from the Connecticut samples: they contain abundant
clinozoisite and do not contain staurolite. Maximum
temperatures in the Grand Island rocks were 515 and
555 t 50'C for 8d and 29k, respectively (Stowell &
Inman 1991, Stowell & Crawford, submitted).
Maximum temperatures in The Straits Schist may have
been considerably higher: 650 to 700.C (Miller &
Tracy l99l). Contact metamorphic garnet from the
Grand Island area must have grown rapidly over a brief
time-interval during emplacement of plutons into
low-grade metamorphic rocks. Regional metamorphic
garnet from The Straits Schist could have remained at
metamorphic temperatures for 220 m.y. or have been
reheated long after growth (Lanzirotti & Hanson
1995). Therefore, although diffrrsion is not likely to
have affected garnet from Grand Island, it may have
redistributed major elements in garnet from The Straits
Schist (Lanzironi 1995).

The concentration of Na in garnet from HS29 is
negatively correlated with grossular content (Fig. 3c).
If the Na content in gamet mirrors the Na content of
plagioclase, then this negative correlation indicates that
grossular in garnet and anorthite in plagioclase
increased and decreased together. Such a correlation
is compatible with episodic Ca-metasomatism or
episodic breakdown of zi Ca-bearing mineral (e.g.,
epidote). Addition of Ca would drive reactions
producing gamet (Xcn increases), plagioclase (Xon
increases), and epidote, whereas reactions during a
hiatus in metasomatism would return X6^ and Xon to
previous levels. The Ti in garnet from HS29 is
positively correlated with grossular (Fig. 3e). This
correlation may reflect consumption of ilmenite or
rutile to liberate Ti during growth of grossular-rich
gamet, or metasomatic addition of Ti. In summary, the
zoning of Na, Ti, Y, and Yb in garnet is consistent witl
incorporation of these elements from within the pelites.
Other trace elements may have been added during the
proposed Ca-metasomatism, but their concentrations
were not monitored. Hickmott & Spear (1992) infened
that trace-element concentrations in gamet should
reflect fluid-infiltration events. The trace-elemenr
chemistry of garnet, presented here, suggests that some
of the trace elements (e.g.,Y and Yb) may be locally

derived. However. the concentrations of these elements
apparently do reflect the flux of Ca-rich fluids because
these elements are negatively correlated with grossular
content.

The simplest interpretation for the chemical zona-
tion of gamet from samples HS29j and HS29k is that
the sharp increases of grossular content and Ti, and
decreases of Y, Yb, and Na contents (Figs. 3, 4) reflect
successive Ca-metasomatic events that produced
gamet with a higher equilibrium content of grossular
and lower Y and Yb contents. The interpretation of
infiltration by high-Ca fluids is further supported by
the andradite-rich gamet found in veins from sample
CR263m.

Variability of chemical zonation of garnet
with respect to distance from veins

Garnet sampled from within veins, adjacent to veins,
and far from veins provides information about the
nature and extent of fluid flux. Garnet within the veins
(CR263m) is the most Ca-rich of the three and contains
the lowest concentrations of Y and Yb. Garnet adjacent
to some of the veins (HS29j) has three peaks in Ca
concentration, suggesting that these samples were
affected by three phases of metasomatism during
garnet growth, Garnet further from these veins
(HS29k) has only two peaks in Ca concentration,
suggesting that these samples were affected by fewer
phases of metasomatism during gamet growth.

Variability between outcrops

Fluid flow and metasomatism may vary in different
parts of the aureoles in response to successive intnrsive
events in the Grand Island diorite complex. Samples
ftom HS29 and HS8, for example, record a different
sequence of metasomatic and fluid-flow events for two
aureoles in the complex. This difference may be related
to the presence of a different number of overlapping
aureoles, or may be related to fluid flow through
different rock-types in the two locations. Samples from
HS29, which is from a sequence that contains
interbedded calc-silicates, experienced Ca-metasoma-
tism during garnet growth and during retrograde
metamorphism, whereas sample HS8d, which is from a
sequence lacking interbedded calcic rocks, did not
experience Ca-metasomatism.

CoNcr-usroN

This paper presents mineral-chemical evidence for
temporal variation in metasomatic alteration and
intensity of fluid flux in pelites. In our examples,
metamorphic reaction-histories and compositional
zoning in minerals are interpreted as reflecting pulses
of fluid influx and Ca-metasomatism durine contact
metamorphism.
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